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We take the set S of the seven fundamental deterministic root-to-frontier tree 
transformation classes 22. YcBX, “~C‘g.9, 6p. (‘99, X, YH, and .4*.X’, where 
2%’ (2) is the class of all deterministic root-to-frontier (resp. homomorphism) tree 
transformations and the prefixes Y, .t’, and Y.+‘ mean the linear, the nondeleting 
and the linear, nondeleting subclasses, respectively. We examine the monoid [S] 
generated by S with composition. We give a finite, complete rewriting system R 
over S (where the elements of S are considered now as denotations of the corre- 
sponding tree transformation classes) such that every element of R, viewed as a 
formal equation, is valid in [S] and that R presents [S], i.e., [S] z S*/As with 
a, being the Thue congruence generated by R on the free monoid S*. Moreover, 
it is shown that the word problem of S*/a, is decidable in linear time. ,I 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quite a number of tree transducing devices have been introduced by now 
for modelling tree-to-tree transformations, among, for example, root-to- 
frontier tree transducers (Rounds, 1970; Thatcher, 1970), attributed tree 
transducers (Fiilop, i983), macro tree transducers (Courcelle and Franchi- 
Zannettacci, 1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985), ground tree tranducers 
(Dauchet et al., 1987) and modular tree transducers (Engelfriet and Vogler, 
1988a). 
Since there is a considerable interest in composing and decomposing tree 
transformations, intensive research work is carried out on the following 
problem: 
(a) Does a tree transformation class appear as a composition of two 
or more of its subclasses (Baker, 1979; Engelfriet, 1975, 1977; Engelfriet 
and Vogler, 1985; Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi, 1989b; GCcseg and Steinby, 
1984)? 
(b) Is a tree transformation class closed under composition or do its 
increasing powers form a proper hierarchy with respect to inclusion 
(Arnold and Dauchet, 1982; Bartha, 1982; Dauchet et al., 1987; Engelfriet, 
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1977, 1978, 1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985, 1988a; Fiiliip and Vagvdlgyi, 
1989a, 1989b; Gecseg and Steinby, 1984; Vogler, 1987)? In the latter case, 
give a characterization of the n-fold power using another type of tranducers 
(Dauchet, 1977; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1986, 1988b; Vagvolgyi, 1986). 
(c) Find inclusions and equalities that hold for (compositions of) 
tree transformation classes (Arnold and Dauchet, 1982; Baker, 1979; 
Dauchet, 1977; Engelfriet, 1975, 1977; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985; Fiilop, 
1983; Fiilijp and Vagvolgyi, 1987; Gecseg and Steinby, 1984). 
Because of the huge amount of already proved relations for classes of 
tree transformations, one may be interested in generating all valid 
equalities between compositions of tree transformation classes that are 
taken from a given reservoir set of such classes. In general the problem is 
too sophisticated to cope with. We have solved it in the case when the 
reservoir is the set 
where a&! is the class of all deterministic root-tofrontier tree transforma- 
tions, X is the class of all homomorphism tree transformations and the 
prefixes L?, M, and P’J+‘- stand for the linear, the nondeleting, and the 
linear, nondeleting subclasses, respectively. The research, of which a brief 
summary follows now, was carried out in the works (Fiilop and Vagvblgyi, 
1987,1988, 1990a, 1990b; Vagviilgyi and Fiilop, 1987). 
We took 
[S-J= (Jr0 ... OX, 1 nB0, ZESfor 1 <i<n), 
i.e., the set of tree transformation classes generated by S with composition 0. 
(Note that LZ’.,&“L%?’ is not included into S, since for each X E S, 
xo~Jf~=z2Jlr3rox=x.) 
In (Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 1987) we obtained a number of inclusions and 
equalities for elements of [S]. Among others, it was shown that gW2 = 
Mg$? 0 YL% and, as a consequence of this, proved that gg2 = C@R’, for 
any 12 > 2. 
Next we showed that, despite the fact that ~.%‘* is the closure of g@ 
under composition, [SJ is an infinite set. Namely, we proved that the 
increasing powers of the class YJlr~%?o,fl% form an infinite hierarchy 
in [S]. 
Since [S] is a poset with respect to inclusion, it is important to know 
all inclusions and non-inclusions that hold for its elements. In (Fiilop and 
Vagvolgyi, 1990a) we presented the inclusion diagram of [S], which 
contains all these informations. 
Finally, in (FiilSp and Vagviilgyi, 1990b), we showed that the equalities 
obtained in (Baker, 1979; Engelfriet, 1975; Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 1987) are 
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suflicient to prove any other equality that holds between elements of [S]. 
This was done as follows. We used that [S], equipped with the operation 
by 
is a monoid. Furthermore, that each element of [S] can be represented 
at least one element of S*, where S* is the free monoid generated by 
S. This can be described by the homomorphism 1 1: S* + [S] which is the 
unique extension of the identity mapping on S. Thus a class ‘%’ E [S] is 
represented by a word u’ E S* if Ii+‘\ = w  holds. Hence, if we are given an 
equality over [S], then, writing the monoid operation . of S* for 0 in it, 
we have a formal equation over S* that is valid in [S]. (A formal equation 
u = u over S* is valid in [S] if 1~1 = (01 holds.) So, in (Fiilbp and Vagvolgyi, 
1990b), we created a finite set T of such formal equations from some 
equalities obtained in (Baker, 1979; Engelfriet, 1975; Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 
1987) so that the monoid presentation (S; T) presents the monoid [S], i.e., 
that [S] g S*/a., where a,r is the Thue congruence on S* generated by 
T. Moreover, we also proved that the word problem for (S; T) is effectively 
solvable which, in the language of tree transformations, means that for any 
classes Q?, V’ E [S] represented by the words w, w’ E S*, it is decidable if 
$? = 55” holds. 
Given this monoid presentation (S; T), one may be interested in the 
question of whether there exists a finite complete rewriting system R over 
S such that S*/a, z [S]. The aim of this paper is to give a finite complete 
rewriting system R and a weight ordering -c~ over S* so that R is based 
on cn and that [S] g S*/a,. We shall present such an R and cg. Since 
R is a finite complete rewriting system which is based on a weight ordering, 
the word problem for R is decidable in linear time. 
Moreover, it is also decidable in linear time, if 1~1 c 1~~1 holds for any 
given u’, w’ E S*. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall some 
standard notions and notations from the theory of rewriting systems and 
from the theory of tree transducers. In Section 3 we summarize our results 
on the monoid [S], which will be used in the paper. In Section 4 the main 
results are presented. Namely, we give the rewriting system R and the word 
ordering cR and then prove that R is based on -c~, that it is complete and 
that [S] g S*/a,. Finally, in the last section we raise some problems that 
may be the subject of further research. 
2. NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
The following terminology for Thue systems, rewriting systems and 
monoid presentations comes from (Book, 1983; Beninghofen et al., 1987). 
For an alphabet C, we denote by C* the free monoid generated by C. 
The empty word of C* is 1 and we put Z+ = C* - {A>. The length of a 
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word u EC* is denoted by l(u) and the identity of words is written as =. 
For every nonnegative integer n, let 2” denote the set of words over Z with 
length n. For UEZ*, we put u”=A if k=O and uk=u.uk -’ if k>l. 
Suppose that 4 is an irreflexive and transitive relation over the free 
monoid Z*. 
(a) < is called a word ordering if for all words r, s, t, and U, ifs < t, 
then rsu < rtu. 
(b) < is well founded if there are no infinite chains with t, > I, > . . . . 
A Thue system T over Z is a subset of C* x Z*. 
The Thue congruence Ar. generated by T is the reflexive, transitive 
closure of the relation ++ over C* defined as follows: for w, 2 E X*, w  err- ; 
if and only if there exist x, y E .Z’* and (u, u) E T such that (w = xuy and 
z~xuy) or (wrxuy and z=xu~). 
The reduction relation 3 r over Z* is the reflexive, transitive closure of 
the relation -+T which is defined in the following way: for w, 2 EC*, we 
have u’+rz if w++rz such that I(w)>l(z). 
A Thue system T over Z is 
(a) Church-Rosser if for every choice of w, z E Z*, w  As,: implies 
that there exists an x with M’ 3 r x and z f r. x, and 
(b) confluent if for any w, -7 and x in Z*, w  %‘7z and w  %-‘r.~ imply 
that 5 -?;r y and x %r- y for some y E C*. 
Any Church-Rosser Thue system is confluent, while the converse does 
not hold in general. 
If T is a (finite) Thue system over C, then the ordered pair (C; T) is a 
(Iinite) monoid presentation which presents the factor monoid ,X*/a.. A 
monoid M is (finitely) presentable if there exists a (finite) monoid presenta- 
tion (Z; T) with C*/+%T? M. 
Let (C; T) be a monoid presentation. We say that the word problem for 
L-/a T is solvable if there exists an algorithm which determines for any 
w, 2 EC* if w  4% T z holds. It is well known that if T is Church-Rosser, then 
the word problem for C*/A. is decidable in linear time, for a proof see 
(Book, 1983). 
A (string) rewriting system R over 2 is again a subset of E* x C*. The 
relation gR is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation -R defined 
by: for w, z E 27, w  aR z if and only if there exists x, Y EC* and (u, u) E R 
such that w  = xuy and z = xuy. One says that z can be derived from w  in 
R, if w%,; holds. Notice that the rules of a rewriting system may be 
applied only in one direction given by the system, while the rules of a Thue 
system may be applied in either direction. The symmetric, reflexive and 
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transitive closure AR of *R is a congruence on C*. It is called the Thue 
congruence generated by R. 
We say that a monoid M admits the rewriting system R over Z (equiva- 
lently R is a rewriting system for 44) if M z C*/aR. 
The word problem for Z*/+%, is said to be solvable if there exists an 
algorithm which determines for any ~1, z E Z* if u’ AR z holds. 
Consider a rewriting system R over C. We say that R is 
(4 noetherian if there is no infinite chain with H’, =z-~ M>* aR . . . . 
(b) confluent if for every w, z, x E Z*, M’ s, ; and w  %R x imply that 
x jR y and z 5, y for some y&5’* and 
(c) Church-Rosser if for every ~9, z E I*, u’ ~5~ z implies that MJ SJR x 
and z %-,x for some XEC*. 
Note a difference between Thue systems and rewriting systems: a 
rewriting system R is confluent if and only if it is Church-Rosser. 
A noetherian and confluent rewriting system is called complete. 
A word w  is called irreducible with respect to R if there is no y such that 
MJ aR y. The set of irreducible words with respect to R is denoted by 
Irr( R). 
It is well known that if R is complete, then for every u’ E C*, there exists 
exactly one irreducible word z, called the normal form of M‘, such that 
w  As, z (Book, 1983). 
We say that a rewriting system R is based on a word ordering < of C* 
if for all w, z E Z*, u’ aR z implies z < M’. 
We define a special word ordering which is called weight ordering. 
Let C be an alphabet and let g be a mapping from C to the set of 
positive integers. We extend g from Z* to the set of nonnegative integers 
by letting g(1) = 0 and g(au) = g(a) + g(u), for any a EC and u E Z*. The 
weight ordering cn induced by g over C* is defined as follows: for every 
w  , z E 6*, we have z <R u’ if and only if g(z) < g(M!). 
By direct inspection we get immediately that each weight ordering is a 
well-founded word ordering. 
The following fact immediately comes from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Every rewriting system based on a weight ordering is 
noetherian. 
Note that a rewriting system R is based on a weight ordering cR if and 
only if g(u) > g(u) holds for every (u, u) E R. 
We need the following observation. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a finite complete rewriting system based on a 
weight ordering < ,~. Then there is a linear-time algorithm that on an input 
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word w EC* computes the R-normalform of w. Especially the word problem 
for R is decidable in linear time. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 4.1 of (Book, 1982) applies to this 
situation as well, since g(MJ) < c . I(w) for all w  E C*, where c = 
max{g(a)JaEC). 1 
Next we recall some concepts concerning tree transformations. The 
reader who is not familiar with the theory of tree transducers can consult 
(Engelfriet, 1975; Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi, 1987 or Gecseg and Steinby, 1984). 
A ranked alphabet F is an alphabet in which every symbol has a unique 
rank in the set of nonnegative integers. For any m >, 0, we denote by F,,, the 
set of symbols in F which have rank m. 
The set of trees or terms over F is denoted by T,. A tree t in TF is 
written as f (t, , . . . . t,), where f E F,,, is the root and t,, . . . . t, are the direct 
subtrees of t. 
For any set Y, T,(Y) denotes the set T,, ,,, where the elements of Y are 
viewed as symbols of rank 0. 
If A is a ranked alphabet with A = A, and Y is an arbitrary set, then we 
put A(Y)= (a(y) 1 agA and YE Y}. 
We specify a countable set X= {x,, x2, . ..} of symbols called variables. 
We set X, = {x,, . . . . x, >, for every m 2 0. 
For a tree t E T,(X,) and other trees t, , . . . . t,, we denote by t(t,, . . . . t,) 
the tree which can be obtained from t by substituting every occurrence of 
xiintbyti,foreachl<idm. 
If F and G are ranked alphabets, then any subset of T,-x T, is a tree 
transformation from T, to TG. For tree transformations (T 5 TF x T, and 
rsTT,xT,, the composition of r~ and z is oat = ((t, S)E TFx TH I 
(t, r) E cs and (r, s) E z for some r E TG}. The composition is extended for 
classes of tree transformations: if w  and 9 are such classes, then we have 
%~a= {QOZ 1 a~%’ and 7~9). Moreover, we define g’=%? and %?‘+‘= 
V” 0 W for every n 3 1. 
Next we define the concept of a deterministic root-to-frontier tree trans- 
ducer and show how it can be used to induce a tree transformation. 
A deterministic root-to-frontier tree transducer is a construct cL[ = 
(F, A, G, P, a,,), where 
(a) F and G are ranked alphabets, 
(b) A is a ranked alphabet such that A = A, and A n (Fu G u X) 
= 0; it is called the state set of A, 
(c) a, E A is the initial state, 
(d) P is a finite set of rewriting rules of the form 
a(f(x,, . . . . x,)1+9, 
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with m > 0, f~ F,,,, a E A, and q E T,(A(X,,,)), such that different rules in P 
have different left-hand sides. 
The rules in P induce a relation J% over T,(A(T,)) as follows: for 
t, Y E T,(A( TF)), we write t =z=*r P if and only if there is a rule described in 
(d) and Y appears from t by substituting a subtree u(f(t,, . . . . t,)) of t by 
dt 1, *..I t,). Then the tree transformation induced by ‘3 is 
Tgl= {(t, T)E T,x T, 1 q,(t) gvr ri, 
where %;pr is the reflexive, transitive closure of =P,~. 
We define some restrictions on deterministic root-to-frontier tree 
transducers. We say that ‘3 is 
(a) linear, if for each rule (d) and 1~ i < m, -xi appears at most once 
in 4, 
(b) nondeleting, if for each rule (d) and 1 < i<m, xi appears at least 
once in q and 
(c) linear, nondeleting if it is both linear and nondeleting. 
A deterministic root-to-frontier tree transducer 9I = (F, A, G, P, ao) is a 
homomorphism tree transducer if A is a singleton set, i.e., A = {Q} and for 
every f~ F,, there is a rule in P with left-hand side a,,(f(xi, . . . . x,)). 
We denote by G#g (2) the class of all tree transformations induced 
by deterministic root-to-frontier (resp. homomorphism) tree transducers. 
Moreover, the prefixes 2, N, and YJY before the denotation of a class 
mean the linear, the nondeleting, and the linear, nondeleting subclasses of 
the class, respectively. For example, Y,Y‘$N? denotes the class of all tree 
transformations induced by linear, nondeleting deterministic root-to- 
frontier tree transducers. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON [S] 
In this section we recall the results of (Fi.ilop and Vagvolgyi, 1987, 





i.e., the set of tree transformation classes which can be obtained by com- 
position from elements of S. The empty composition in [S] is defined to 
be 9, the class of all total, identical tree transformations. (We note that 
6pJlr2 is irrelevant in our respect, since X0 Y,v2!?= YJ+“.YY~X = X 
for any X E S.) 
First we note that [S] is an infinite set. This was proved in (Fiilbp and 
Vagvolgyi, 1987) as follows. We introduced the hierarchy {C, j k >O}, 
where %‘$ = 9, qk + , = Q?k c Y,41/‘6B@2 if k is even and %?k + , = +Zk 0 ,.4.# if k is 
odd. Then we showed that this hierarchy is proper, meaning that 
%CC~.+,, for every k 2 0. 
In (Fiilop and Vagvblgyi, 1990a) we presented the inclusion diagram, 
i.e., the Hasse diagram with respect to inclusion, of [S]. For technical 
reasons, in this paper we need this diagram with a small change: 
using the equality 2’924 0 X = YUY‘g&? o X”, which was proved in (Fiilop 
and Vagvolgyi, 1987), we substitute 252~~ Z for each occurrence of 
$Py&/^ $B~o Y? in the inclusion diagram of (Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 1990a). 
The result can be seen in Fig. 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf. Theorem 3.19 of Fiiliip and Vagviilgyi, 1990a). 
The diagram in Fig. 1 is the inclusion diagram of [S]. 
We note that the suprema of the hierarchies in [S], which are also 
indicated in Fig. 1, do not belong to [S]. 
We also note that Proposition 3.1 contains implicitly the fact that any 
composition & 0 ... 0 -X, in [S] equals one element indicated in Fig. 1. In 
fact, any element of [S] indicated in Fig. 1 represents all compositions 
x,0 . . . 0 Xn in [S] that are equal to it. Next we put this consideration into 
an algebraic form, which will also be used in the paper. 
Let S* be the free monoid generated by S and denote by . the monoid 
operation of S*. Take the homomorphism / /: S* + [S] that is the 
(unique) extension of the identity mapping on S. 
As we already pointed out, each element of [S] can be represented 
by an element of S*, and for u’, z E S*, IulI = IzI if and only if w  and z 
represent the same element of [S]. 
Define two subsets of S* as 
and 




Let, moreover, z0 = A and let zk+ , E zk. YA’a&? if k is even and let 
z~+~ -zk../v‘X’ if k is odd. Set 
Now, let 8, , be the congruence on S* generated by ( 1. We observe that 
each element of [S] indicated in Fig. 1 is of the form /zI, where z E A’. Thus 
we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (See also in Fiiliip and Vagvdlgyi, 1990a). N is a set 
of representatives for 9, , ; that is, for any w  E S*, there exists exact1.v one 
ZEN with IwJ = 1~). 
CONVENTION 3.3. In what follows, when we say that “given a %‘e [S]” 
we mean that “given a w  E S* such that 1~~1 = %.” 
Now we turn to the problem of finding a finite generating system of all 
equalities which hold in [S]. We note that the problem is rather interesting 
since [S] is infinite. 
We say that a formal equation u = v over S* is valid in [S] if 1~1 = JvI 
holds. We observe that if we are given an equality over [S] and we write 
for 0 in it, then we obtain a formal eqaution over S* which is valid in [S]. 
So, to give a finite generating system of all equalities over [S] is equiva- 
lent to give a finite set T of valid formal equations over S* so that (S; T) 
presents [S], i.e., that [S] z S*/k.. In (Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 1990b) we 
gave such a collection T of formal equations which can be see below. These 
were obtained from the equalities that appear in the works (Baker, 1979; 
Engelfriet, 1975; Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi, 1987) in the way described above: 
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We note that the elements of T are written as u = v rather than (u, v). 
In (Ftilop and Vagviilgyi, 1990b) we also obtained decidability results 
concerning the inclusion between elements of [S]. These results were 
achieved by effectively using the inclusion diagram for [S] given in (Fiilop 
and Vagvblgyi, 1990a). Actually, the following was proved. 
THEOREM 3.4. cir’== 8, ,. Since [S] z S*/O, ,, (S; T) is afinite presenta- 
tion of [S]. For any w, w’ E S*, it is decidable if (w( E / w’l holds. Hence, 
for any given V, W E [S], it is decidable if V c 97 holds. Thus, for any 
w, w’ E s*, it is decidable if 1 WI = (w’j holds. Equivalent&, the word problem 
for S/AT is effectivel-y solvable. 
Note that the solvability of the word problem for S*/*1;. is not guaran- 
teed in an other, rather convenient way: T is not Church-Rosser since it is 
not even confluent. This can be verified by the following computation: 
“V99. ,Jvx .99aa -+ ~,fvmiY~ Yc3.3 and 
./1-a9~Lh-3?~~9~-+ T JY~&‘. 99 but there 
is no .X E S* so that M&M??. 999 at,x and 
,&“99 . $!@!w -3 Y. 
So it is necessary to seek Lcomplete rewriting system R over S which is 
equivalent to T in the sense that tit*,= AT. It would be reasonable to 
apply the completion algorithm of Knuth and Bendix (Beninghofen et al., 
1987, p. 53) to produce such an R. But this requires such a huge amount 
of computation that the only feasible way would be to use a computer 
program. However, in this case the correctness of the implementation 
should be proved. Therefore we chose another possible way: we give an R, 
as a candidate, and then prove that it has the desired properties. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we give a finite complete rewriting system R based on a 
weight ordering and show that [S] admits R. For this, it is sufficient to 
prove that 8, , = AR. Since R is finite, complete, and is based on a weight 
ordering < gr we obtain that for any given V, %?’ E [S], it is decidable if 
%? = %?’ in linear time. 
Let us introduce the weight function g as follows: g(gg) = 1, 
g(YQ%!) = 2, g(Xg.%) = 3, g(dpJlrg&?) = 4, g(H) = 5, g(ZX) = 6, and 
g(,Y’Z) = 7. Notice that for any Jy;, X*E S, Xi c X2 implies g(X,)> 
g(Xz). (For the inclusion diagram of S, see Fiilop and Vagviilgyi, 1987.) 
Intuitively, the greater a class is, the less its weight. 
In (Fiilop and Vagvolgyi, 1987) we obtained several equalities for 
elements of [S], which are represented in Table I of that paper. Each 
643/86/Z-7 
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equality represented in the table is of the form %‘n 9 = $ and can be read 
from the table as follows. We choose a row, marked by ?Z:, and a column, 
marked by 9, of the table. Then q 0 9 is the left-hand side and the element 
b, which is in the row of %? and in the column of 9, is the right-hand side 
of the equality % 0 9 = 6. 
In this paper we need Table I of (Fiilop and Vagviilgyi, 1987) with small 
changes. To begin with, using the equality .JX’~&!‘~ 2 = Y,/lrg%? 0 X, we 
substitute LZ’g%? 0 &? for each occurrence of Y,&‘“g&! 0 %‘. Second, we drop 
the equalities having identical sides, i.e., we write x in a square if the 
corresponding equality %?o 9 = 6 is such that 4ko 9 and &, as character 
sequences, are identical. Finally, we substitute ., the denotation of the 
monoid operation of S*, for each occurrence of 0, the denotation of the 
composition between the elements of [IS]. In this way we obtain Table I of 
this paper which now represents formal equations, actually 85, over S*. 
For example, the formal equation 299’. A-99. X = ~@g’ belongs to 
the row marked by YQg2. “C’G@L@ and the column marked by X”. 
The main object of our paper, i.e., the rewriting system R is defined as 
follows: 
R= ((u, u) 1 a= u is represented in Table I}. 
Observe that for each (u, u) E R, the weight of u is strictly greater than 
that of r. Hence R is based on < ~ and, by Proposition 2.1, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. R is noetherian. 
Now we characterize the set of irreducible words with respect to R. 
LEMMA 4.2. The set N of representatives for 0 , is the set Irr(R) of the 
irreducible words with respect to R. 
ProoJ: It can easily be seen that each element of N is irreducible with 
respect to R, therefore it is sufficient to show that Irr(R) c N, that is, for 
each w  E Irr(R), w  E N. We proceed by induction on the length of w. 
First we show that for each w  E Irr(R), l(w) G 3 implies w  E N. Note that 
for each rule (u, u) E R, 2 d l(u). Thus, 1 E Irr(R) and SE Irr(R). By the 
definition of N, 1 E N and S G N, implying Irr(R) n (So u S’) E N. 
If w  E Irr(R) n S2, then there is no rule of the form (w, a) in R. Using this 
fact, we can simply read all irreducible words of length 2 from Table I. 
We obtain that Irr(R) n S2 = {%4t2, 9’9,$?. N99, YL?J.%?“, Y93W. 2, 
.TzL39?. ./lr%%f, 6p”V~~ JvYi?, 26 NE@, I? Y”df99, . v&+. d;p_c.-c2)w, 
2%. LZ’,KgL&?3. Also by the definition of N, Irr(R) n S2 c N. 
Note that if X, X2. XX E Irr(R) n S3, then & . X2 E Irr(R) n S2 and 
X2 .X3 E Irr( R) n S2. Thus, we obtain the set Irr(R) n S’ in the following 
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way. For each string X1 . X2 E Irr(R) n S2 and element X3 E S, we form the 
string -X, .X2. X3 and look for a rewriting rule either of the form 
(Xi . X2. Jr,, u) or of the form (X2 . Sr,, a). If we do not find such rules, 
then Xi . X2. X, is irreducible. We have the following 10 cases: 
(1) Xi . X, = gg2. In this case for each X3 E S, there is a rewriting 
rule with left-hand side X1 . X2 . ,&. 
(2) Xi . X2 E LZ’g%! ,+*g%w. This case is similar to case ( 1). 
(3) Xi .X2 E YGM?2. For Sr, = ,,C*g%w, there is no rewriting rule 
with left-hand side either of the form LY~&‘~. ,Y’CM’ or of the form 
999. ,V~L%‘, thus Y$%g2. ,Y‘s&Y E Irr(R) n S3. On the other hand, for 
each X3 E S - { JV-~%}>, the word % . X2 X3 is reducible. 
(4) 4 . X2 E Y~L’#. X. Then 299 X . P’.,V‘gg E Irr( R) A S3 and 
for each X3 E S - { 9. Y-s&‘}, X1 . J&. X3 is reducible. 
(5) X, . X2 G LZ’L@g ,.4*X. Then LZ$!L@g . ,,V.Y? YMB%? E Irr( R) n S3 
and for each X3 E S - { YC/l”g%‘}, Sv; . X2 X3 is reducible. 
(6) X, X2 = sP&Vg% . ,.I ^%. Then Y,Yg$’ . ,+“2 . Y,Vg&J E 
Irr(R) n S3 and for each X3 E S - { YCVL@,$ ), 4 . X2 . X3 is reducible. 
(7) Xi . X2 E 3 . ,V~.%?‘. This case is similar to case (1). 
(8) X, . X2 E X . LZ’;pJVwQ$?. Then 2 .6p. V”‘93. ,/1*X E Irr(R) n S3 
and for each X3 E S - { .VX}>, 4 Sr, . X, is reducible. 
(9) 4 X2 E -4-X . LZ’.&‘gW. Then -t‘X L?,&“g&’ . &‘X E 
Irr( R) n S3 and for each X3 E S - iCj+‘X ), Xi . X2 . X3 is reducible. 
(10) * . x2 = zx Lz”@‘L@B. Then .L?H. ~“49~~ b4’3P E 
Irr( R) n S3 and for each X3 E S - {&+‘X ), Sy; . ST, . x7 is reducible. 
Now, let us suppose that Z(w) > 3 and that our statement has been 
proved for all u E Irr(R) with length less than l(w). Then, w  = ~1, .X, 
where X ES and w1 is irreducible with respect to R, moreover, I(w,) B 3. 
By the induction hypothesis w1 E N thus, according to the definition 
of N, w, = Y$@L%?~. “Kg%! or w, ends either in P’JV$@&? or in */I/‘#. If 
wi = JZ’~&?‘. JVL@~‘, then J’s&?. X is the left-hand side of some rule in 
R (see Table I), contradicting w  E Irr(R). If the last letter of w, is LY.MgLJI?‘, 
then X E ,HX; otherwise we could apply a rewriting rule from R to M’ 
contradicting w  E Irr(R) (see Table I). Similarly, if w  ends in ,+“X, then 
X E dp,Vgg. In both cases we have w  E N. 1 
Now we shall prove the equality aSR = 8, , . First we prove 
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LEMMA 4.3. aR G 0, ,. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for each (u, u) E R, (u( = ju( holds. 
This obviously holds because R is constructed in such a way that IuI= IuI 
is an equality over [S] whenever (u, u) E R (see Fi.iliip and Vagvblgyi, 
1987). 1 
Next we show that R has the uniquely terminating property. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let N be the set of representatives for 8, , introduced in 
Section 3. Then, for each w E S*, there exists exact1.v one 2 EN such that 
w 9, z. Moreover, z can be given effectively. 
Proof: First we verify that z is uniquely determined. Let w  E S* and 
z, z’ E N such that w  gR z and w  5, z’. Then z k, z’ and, by AR c 0, , , we 
have 121 = (~‘1. However, N is a set of representatives for 8, , , hence z E z’. 
The existence of z follows from Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. 8, ,&AR. 
Proof. Let ~1, w’ E S* be such that IwJ = Iw’I. Then, by the previous 
lemma, there exists z, z’ E N such that w  %, z and w’ 9, z’. Since 
fis, G 8, ,, we have Iz/ = Iz’I. On the other hand, N is a set of repre- 
sentatives for 0, , , hence z z 2’. Therefore we get w  gR z = z’ i R w’. 1 
With this we proved the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. AR = 0, ,. 
The following theorem is also proved. 
THEOREM 4.7. The rewriting system R is confluent. 
Proof Let w, z, and x in S* be so that w  %, z and w  ;SR x. Then, by 
Lemma 4.4, we have that z % R z’ and x 9, x’ for some z’ and X’ in N. 
Then we have w  s, z’, w  3 R x’, and, once again by Lemma 4.4, z’ E x’. 1 
Now we can state one of our main results. 
THEOREM 4.8. The monoid [S] admits the finite complete rewriting 
system R based on the weight ordering < R. 
Finally we turn to the decision problem of the inclusion and the equality 
in [S]. We obtained the following results. 
COROLLARY 4.9. For any w, w’ E S*, it is decidable in linear time ij 
Iw E lw’l holds. Further, for any given %?, W E [S], it is decidable in linear 
time if W E V’ holds. 
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ProojI Let ~3, MJ’ ES* be given. By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 4.2 we 
find in linear time ;, I’ E N with w  gR z and w’ gR z’. Then we also have 
1~~1 = I=( and IM)‘/ = Iz’l. Therefore, 1~1 c 11~~1 if and only if 1~1 c lz’l, which 
is decidable by Fig. 1. 
Now, let %7, V E [S] be given. Then, by Convention 3.3, we can suppose 
that we have u’, w’ E S* such that I ul( = ‘$5 and ) LV’~ = V. Thus, V c $5” if and 
only if [WI G juz’[, which was proved to be decidable in linear time. 1 
From this, our last theorem follows in the usual way. 
THEOREM 4.10. For any w, w’ E S*, it is decidable in linear time if 
I WI = (w’l holds. Equivalently, the word problem for Se/AR is effectively 
solvable in linear time. Moreover, for any given V, W” E [S], it is decidable 
in linear time if W = %T’ holds. 
We note that this theorem is also an immediate consequence, by 
Proposition 2.2, of the fact that R is complete and is based on cn. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we solved the problem of finding a finite, complete 
rewriting system R for the monoid [S]. To our belief, the heart of our 
results is to define R and the weight ordering cn so that they have the 
desired properties, such as 
(a) R is based on cg, 
(b) R is confluent, and 
(c) 2+=0, ,. 
The proof of (b) and (c) is based on Lemma 4.4, which uses Lemma 4.2. 
We think that Lemma 4.2 is the other crucial point of the paper. 
We mention some possible further research in the topic. One can seek 
nontrivial reservoir sets of tree transformation classes, the generated 
monoid which are finitely presentable by Thue systems or possibly by com- 
plete rewriting systems. Not only root-to-frontier but any other tree trans- 
formation classes may come up. For example, the same theory has been 
developed for a set of deterministic bottom-up tree transformation classes 
in (FiilGp, 1989). 
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